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Across The Andes, Argentina 
 

Itinerary 
Day One: Morning flight from Buenos Aires toSan 

Martin de los Andes (Chapelco). Here you will be met 

and transferred to Estancia Huechahue, a journey of 

approximately 40 minutes.  

After a late lunch there should be time for an 

afternoon ride. This ride will be a chance to familiarise 

yourself with the Criollo horses, their tack and the 

different riding style.  

 

Overnight at Estancia Huechahue. 

The following is the planned itinerary, to give you an 

idea of what to expect. It is important to note that the 

itinerary is subject to change due to the weather and 

other local conditions. 

Day Two: A full day’s ride on Estancia Huechahue with 

an ‘asado’ lunch. Follow the Huechahue stream 

through its basalt canyons, riding as fast as you wish 

across the water meadows, sending the plovers and 

ibis screeching.  

 

Return by a different route over the top of Chenque 

Hill, where the Andes rise up behind you and the 

vastness of Patagonia stretches out before you.  

Today you will be issued with a waterproof stuff sack 

to hold your belongings for the duration of the trail. 

The bags are approximately 1m long and 23cm  in 

diameter.  

 

Overnight at Estancia Huechahue. 

Days Three to Six: From Huechahue, set out for Chile. 

The next few days will be spent crossing from the vast 

plains of Argentine Patagonia, over the Andes, into the 

thickly forested steep slopes of Chilean Patagonia.  

 

From Huechahue you will ride for four hard days up 

into the Andes and over the Andean Steppes. The 

riding can be fast at times. 
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Ford rivers, pass through Indian reservations, ride over 

ridges from where you think you can see the Atlantic 

and pass through magnificent rocky gorges.   

 

Speed across water meadows and wind your way 

along sandy tracks. 

Nights are spent camping by trout-filled rivers under 

the spectacular stars of the Southern hemisphere. 

 

Day Seven: At lunchtime, at the base of Lanin Volcano 

in a forest of Monkey puzzle trees you will reach the 

Argentine / Chilean border, where your Chilean guide 

will be waiting for you.  

 

After immigration and customs formalities you will 

wave goodbye to Argentina and the horse that has 

carried you to this point. After a short journey by 

vehicle, meet a fresh horse and set off down the 

western slopes of the Andes.  

 

Overnight in camp. 

Day Eight: Continue riding down through the 

magnificent Southern beech forests, with spectacular 

views of lakes and volcanoes. The western slopes of 

the Andes are much steeper and the terrain is very 

different.  

 

Reach your final campsite at picturesque Puente 

Barras, where the family of your Chilean hosts have 

been farming for generations. 
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Day Nine: Transfer back to Huechahue by road (about 

3 hours).  

After a late lunch there is time for a ride on the 

estancia – by now you will have heard of many places 

and you will be able to choose what you would like to 

see most.  

 

Overnight at Estancia Huechahue.  

Day Ten: If time allows, set off on a farewell ride on 

Huechahue.   


